Meeting of the BOM 24th July 2017.
Two item agenda




Report to the BOM on July teacher interviews
Critical Illness request
Quorum achieved: Peggy, Colette, Zedd, Jacky, Marie
Report on interviews 20th July 2017 to BOM

We had 3 permanent and 3 temporary positions to fill. Since then we have 2 extra temporary
positions, a teacher’s career break and EAL position on appeal. We also have two short term
maternity leave positons to fill which we can fill from these interviews.
We offered interviews to 12 candidates, six of them internal temp teachers, 3 of whom of these
have secured temporary positions already in the school for next year. Those three were only being
interviewed for permanent positions. All other candidate indicated that they were interviewing for
both permanent and temporary positions.
Since we offered out to interviews three candidates withdrew having been offered positions in other
schools. We offered out to a number of other candidates (late notification). Three more accepted .
On the 20th July we had 12 candidates for interview. One withdrew on the day so we interviewed 11
candidates.
Interview panel was Peggy Masterson, Colette Kavanagh and Tom Moriarity. Tom Moriarty was
sanctioned as Independent Assessor by Educate Together. Below is the order based of their
interview scores. It was decided that the first 10 passed the interview where the 11th candidate did
not. The last candidate will not be offered a position.
We are now going to offer 3 permanent positions to Katie Lynch, Tania Daly, Aoife McHugh
We will offer five temporary positions to the next five candidates
We will offer maternity leave positions to two more candidates.
Colette checked references for all the candidates on Friday and Saturday 21st and 22nd July.
Proposed By Jacky and seconded by Marie
Critical illness request
One of our teachers has been diagnosed with a serious illness and is undergoing treatment at the
moment. Her last day is school was June 3rd. Normally a teacher will revert to half pay after three
months absence but there is provision to be fully paid when an illness is categorised as “critical
Illness”. This teacher submitted her doctor’s report which we submitted to Med Mark4Teachers, the
Department’s occupational health advisors. They have agreed that her condition qualifies as critical
illness and it is now up to the BoM to support this. This will mean that this teacher will receive full
salary for six months.

Proposed by Zedd and Seconded by Marie

